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Abstract
This communication presents the concept of “deterministic cell rolling”, which leverages transient
cell-surface molecular interactions that mediate cell rolling to sort cells with high purity and
efficiency in a single step.
Separation of specific populations of cells from a heterogeneous mixture constitutes an
important process in biomedical research, regenerative medicine, and cell-based
diagnostics.1 Cells can be identified by their intrinsic biophysical characteristics such as
morphology, size, density, and dielectric or magnetic susceptibility.2–5 Sorting based on
these properties is label-free, but often lacks specificity. Alternatively, cells can be sorted
based on specific biological markers. Such methods include fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS) and magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS), or capture on affinity
molecule-coated surfaces. The use of labels, however, introduces labeling and label-removal
steps and can produce unintended adverse effects on the cellular phenotype.6 Affinity
columns and affinity capture in microfluidic devices enable label-free separation in which
target cells can be captured and recovered by elution.7–11 This approach has demonstrated
good performance in sorting of CD34+ cells using CD34 antibody,7 CD4+ T-lymphocytes
using CD4 antibody,8 CD34+ haematopoietic stem and progenitor cells using P-selectin
(CD62P),9 breast cancer cells using E-selectin (CD62E),10 and circulating tumor cells
(CTCs) using epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM, CD326)11 among other
applications. Compared to affinity columns, microfluidic devices enable better flow control
and visualization. To improve theprocess of affinityseparation, microfluidic devices have
also employed mixing approaches using surface grooves to create circulating streamlines12
that enhance cell-surface interactions, resulting in higher capture efficiency of CTCs.11 In
these approaches, the number of cells that can be captured is limited by the surface area
coated with affinity molecules that often determines the cost of the device. In addition,
release of the captured cells for culture, enumeration, or analysis comprises an additional
non-trivial step.
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We describe a new separation process called “deterministic cell rolling” that combines
transient cell–surface molecular interactions with passive hydrodynamic control to separate
cells in a continuous process without requiring separate capture and elution steps. Such
transient cell-surface interactions occur in a physiological phenomenon known as cell
rolling, which involves continuous formation and dissociation of cell-surface adhesive bonds
under fluid flow. Cell rolling plays an important role in the trafficking of lymphocytes,
platelets, hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells, and metastatic cancer cells.10,13,14 The
device for deterministic cell rolling consists of easily parallelizable microfluidic channels
with three-dimensional topography that work in synergy to induce effective contact of cells
with affinity surfaces that support rolling of target cells, which alters their trajectories and
results in cell separation (Fig. 1). While researchers have investigated the possibility of
sorting cells based on cell rolling, current methods require surface patterning or micro-
grooves, and rely on gravitational settling for cell-surface interactions that requires a larger
device footprint and yields a low throughput.15 Compared to these approaches, deterministic
cell rolling enables a significantly higher efficiency of separation and acompact form factor
that facilitates easy parallelization of sorting channels to process large sample volumes.
Here, we demonstrate the utility of deterministic cell rolling for sorting cells based on a
surface marker in alabel-free, gentle, and scalable manner.
The separation principle relies on two hydrodynamic phenomena – cell rolling and
hydrophoresis. For passive cell manipulation we placed slant ridges on the channel floor,
which alter the streamlines and induce repeated collisions between cells and the ridges (Fig.
1).16 The slant ridges superpose a circulating flow pattern on the axial flow. In the trenches
between the ridges, the flow circulates towards the sorting/gutter side of the channel,
whereas in the gap above the top surface of the ridges, the flow re-circulates back towards
the focusing side of the channel (Fig. S1). This recirculating flow moves downward near the
focusing side of the channel, pushing the cells against the ridges (Fig. 1A, top). The size of
the cells prevents them from approaching the ridges more closely than the cell radius. In the
case of non-target cells that do not roll on the ridges, this interaction forces the cells to
remain above the ridges in the gap region where the flow converges towards the focusing
side of the channel. These physical interactions result in self-ordering of non-target cells on
the focusing side (Fig. 1A). The non-target cells thus follow a trajectory (the dotted arrow in
Fig. 1A, bottom right) that keeps them out of the trench (the solid arrow in Fig. 1A, bottom
right). This effect is called hydrophoresis.16 However, in the presence of adhesion molecules
on the surfaces, target cells are forced into contact with the ridges, and as aconsequence,
tether (i.e. initiate molecular interactions) and roll on the top surface of the ridges. Upon
encountering the corner of the ridges, these cells remain attached to the ridge surface and
enter the trenches between the ridges where the flow circulates away from the focusing side
(Fig. 1A, bottom left). Thus, the molecular forces exerted on the interacting target cells as
they round the corners of the ridges nudge them into a different, laterally diverging
trajectory. These cells roll along the trench and finally come out of the ridge region into the
gutter region and flow onward towards the sorting exit.
For scalable parallelization, the microfluidic device was fabricated in a multilayer structure
in which multiple sorting layers can be sandwiched between the top injection layer and the
bottom collection layer (Fig. 1 and S2). Each sorting layer comprised ten poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannels with two sets of slant ridges (Fig. 1 and S3). The
first set of ridges, called focusing ridges (FR), were designed in a narrow channel (110 μm
in width), such that they can be coated with adhesion molecules, yet not support stable cell
rolling due to the high shear stress (30 to 45 dyn/cm2) (Fig. S4). The second set, called
sorting ridges (SR), were designed in a wider channel (670 μm in width) that allowed stable
rolling of target cells on the SR due to lower shear stress (2.5 to 3.5 dyn/cm2). The ridges
were arranged in order of decreased widths by 5 μm (from 640 μm to 385 μm), which
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formed a gutter and prevented sorted cells from re-entering the ridge region. Details of the
device fabrication, geometry, and experimental setup are provided in Supplementary
Information.
To validate the separation principle we used leukemia cell lines with known receptor-ligand
pairs for cell rolling – HL60 as a target cell, K562 as a non-target cell, and P-selectin as a
specific ligand. The device was incubated with P-selectin solution (1.5 μg mL−1, unless
specified) at room temperature. HL60 cells express high levels of P-selectin glycoprotein
ligand-1 (PSGL-1, CD62P) and exhibit rolling on P-selectin mediated primarily by
PSGL-1.17 In contrast, K562 cells that lack PSGL-1 do not bind to P-selectin.18,19 The
rolling process of HL60 cells was highly deterministic, in which the cells were forced to
contact and tether on the top surface of the sorting ridges (0 s), rolled along the trench, and
were finally detached and re-suspended in the gutter region (66 s) (Fig. 2A and Movie S1).
Since the trajectories of the rolling and non-rolling cells differed at the corners of the ridges,
we examined the flow of cells when they encountered a square post to better understand this
difference. Numerical simulations suggest that the flow streamlines experienced by a cell as
it approaches the corner of a ridge are similar to those near the corner of the square post
(Fig. 2 and S5). The rolling cells experience shear-induced force, Fs and torque Ts, which
can be estimated in the low shear regime and no-slip boundary condition as Fs = 1.7 ×
(6πμr2S) and Ts = 0.944 × and (4πμr3S), respectively, where μ is the viscosity, r is the cell
radius and S is the shear rate.20 Ts is induced by Fs as the rolling cells pivot around bond
clusters. We hypothesize that when the cell reaches the corner, this torque pivots the cell
onto the downstream surface of the square post or the ridge. Indeed, we observed that the
cells rolled around the corner of the square post and continued to roll towards the stagnation
point before detaching from the surface (Fig. 2B, left). Without cell-surface interactions, the
cells just followed the streamlines corresponding to the center of the cell,21 although they
came into contact with the square post (Fig. 2B, right).These observations demonstrate that
molecular interactions between the target cells and the surface exert a torque Ts that can
sustain rolling over the surfaces around a right angle corner.
The location of cell tethering, i.e. initialization of molecular interactions, depends on the
position where the cells are first focused and encounter the ridges. We observed that the
majority (~56%) of the cell tethering events occurred where cells in suspension just reached
the focused position (Fig. 3 and S6). This means that the steric collisions clearly occurred in
the sorting channel as experimentally observed before16 and induced effective tethering of
target cells on the sorting ridges. In the upstream focusing channel, all the cells are focused
and assume similar trajectories (Fig. 3A). Although the cell stream spreads slightly upon
entering the wider sorting channel, this upstream focusing resulted in some tethering events
(~19%) on the first four sorting ridges (Fig. 3B and S6), while the remaining cells tethered
further downstream. Some of the cells that tethered on the channel ceiling above the first
few ridges rolled toward the focusing side (Fig. 3B), where they entered the trench and were
sorted to the gutter side.
We first tested the sorting capability of the device under various operational conditions (i.e.
shear stress, selectin concentration, and ridge angle) for an input stream comprising only
HL60 or K562 cells (Fig. 4 and Fig. S7). For a single channel, we defined the sorting
efficiency, ηs = nA/(nA + nB) × 100 (%), where nA and nB are the numbers of cells per unit
time (counted at the sorting bifurcation shown in Fig. 4B) flowing to the sorting outlet A and
outlet B, respectively. Increasing flow rates create higher levels of shear stress that make it
difficult to sustain cell rolling,22 resulting in a decrease in the sorting efficiency at higher
flow rates (Fig. 4A). In contrast, increasing P-selectin concentration (from 0.9 μg mL−1 to
1.5 μg mL−1) facilitates tethe ring and rolling, there by improving the sorting efficiency
(Fig. 4A). However, a further increase in the concentration to 4.0 μg mL−1 induced an
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undesirable transition from stable rolling to firm adhesion. As a negative control, the device
was blocked with 1% BSA solution (no P-selectin) and a mixture of HL60 and K562 cells
was injected into the device. In this case, there were no observable cell-surface interactions
and the cells were not sorted (Fig. 4A).
As such, cell rolling requires a delicate balance between rapid formation and rapid
dissociation of adhesive bonds. This dynamic nature results in a trade-off between the
sorting efficiency and throughput. If the flow rate is increased for achieving higher
throughput, the forces and torques imposed on rolling cells accelerate bond dissociation and
the cells can detach into the fluid stream without separation. Our device circumvented this
limitation by employing scalable parallelization (Fig. 1B). The simple, passive channel
design enables the sorting throughput to be greatly augmented by stacking multiple sorting
layers without compromising performance parameters such as purity and recovery.
Next, we examined the ability of the parallel channel device to separate cells from a
heterogeneous mixture. Cells were injected at a concentration of ~2.4 × 105 cells mL−1
(HL60 and K562 in ratio of 2:3) and a sample throughput of 70 μL min−1 (~106 cells h−1)
corresponding to a wall shear stress of 3.4 dyn/cm2. The P-selectin incubation concentration
was 1.5 μg mL−1. For a single sorting channel, these conditions yielded ηs = 89.6 ± 4.8%
and 0.4 ± 0.3% for HL60 and K562 cells, respectively (Fig. 4A). A single run through the
parallel channel device produced high-purity cell populations at the outlets; the outlet A with
a flow rate of ≈51.5 μL min−1 held 95.0 ± 2.8% HL60 cells, while the outlet B with a flow
rate of ≈18.9 mLmin−1 had 94.3 ± 0.9% K562 cells (n = 5 different devices; Fig. 4C, and
Movie S2). The HL60 cells and K562 cells were enriched by factors of 28 and 11 at the
corresponding outlets, respectively. The enrichment was calculated as the ratio of the
numbers of HL60 cells to K562 cells (or vice versa) collected at the outlet, divided by the
same ratio at the inlet. The sorting process yielded considerably high sorting recovery of
87.2 ± 76.7 ± 14.2% for K562 and 3.7% and HL60 cells, respectively. Sorting recovery was
calculated as the number of collected target cells in each outlet (HL60 for the outlet A and
K562 for the outlet B) divided by the total number of each cell type injected. Cell loss
occurred by gravitational cell settling in the injection syringe and tubing, and with cells
remaining in the sorting channels and dead volumes of the collection channels. Recovery
may be enhanced by using density-matched or viscous buffer solutions, or by selectively
coating only the sorting channels with P-selectin. As determined by trypan blue staining,
there was no significant difference between the viabilities of sorted cells (97.4 ± 2.6% for
HL60 and 96.3 ± 3.3% for K562) and unsorted cells (97.3 ± 2.4%).
In summary, deterministic cell rolling represents a new method of affinity cell separation,
enabling effective cell capture, easy cell recovery, and highly scalable parallelization in a
passive device. The method obviates separate capture and elution steps, and produces high-
purity output streams of target and non-target cells from a single input stream of cells. The
device can be configured to perform positive selection from heterogeneous cultures to enrich
cells with more robust rolling capacity for therapeutic use. Many cell types including
leukocytes, platelets, hematopoietic stem and progenitors, and metastatic cancer cells exhibit
rolling adhesion on vascular surfaces. This approach could potentially be applied to sort
cells based on these cell rolling interactions. An intriguing possibility is the design of
surfaces to produce cell rolling behavior based on specific cell surface markers or
phenotypes, which is so far an unexplored area. Finally, the purity and throughput may be
further improved for each target cell type via optimization of the obstacle geometry to
enhance cell-surface interactionswhile minimizing sorting of non-target cells, and by
configuring the sorting channels in series. We therefore believe that this approach could
represent a promising tool for applications including point-of-care diagnostics, cell-based
therapeutics, and cell separation in research laboratories.
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Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1.
Scalable parallel sorting device. (A) (Top) Schematic of a single microfluidic channel
comprising the focusing ridges in the narrow channel and the sorting ridges in the wide
channel. The ribbon indicates a schematic helical streamline. (Bottom) Cross-section views
of the wide sorting channel along the x-axis, showing the cell trajectories. (B) The 2 × 10
channel array is in a 3.5 cm square device. Scale bar, 1 cm.
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Fig. 2.
Deterministic cell rolling. (A) Overlay image showing a rolling sequence of two HL60 cells
in order of (1) tethering, (2) rolling on the vertical wall, (3) rolling on the bottom wall, and
(4) detaching. The time difference between each frame (total 12 frames) is ~6 s. The
maximum wall shear stress on the SR was 3.4 dyn/cm2. Simulated streamlines over the SR
are overlaid on the image; the side view shows the streamlines projected along the SR, y’
axis. The top surface of the SR was set to z = 0 μm. (B) Rolling dynamics on a model square
post. (Left) The HL60 cell rolls on the P-selectin-coated post, crossing the streamlines,
whereas (Right), the HL60 cell does not bind to the BSA-passivated post and flows along
the streamlines. The lines represent simulated streamline paths. The maximum wall shear
stress on the post was 3 dyn/cm2 (channel Reynolds number ~0.1). Scale bars, 100 μm (A)
and 20 μm (B).
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Fig. 3.
Trajectories of HL60 cells in passivated and P-selectin-coated channels. (A) The
fluorescently labeled cells are focused into a single stream after passing through the focusing
channel. The cell stream that enters the sorting channel is focused again to a tight streamline
about 25 ridges downstream. The entire channel was passivated with 1% BSA solution. The
arrow indicates the focusing direction of cells. (B) Overlay trajectories of rolling HL60 cells.
The time difference between each frame (total 19 frames) is ~1.5 s. The entire channel was
incubated with P-selectin solution of 1.5 μg mL−1. The channel geometry is the same as in
(A). The arrow indicates the rolling trajectory of a cell. Scale bar, 200 μm.
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Fig. 4.
Parallel sorting of leukemic cell lines. (A) Effect of shear stress (σ) and P-selectin incubation
concentration (cp) on the sorting efficiencies of HL60 and K562 cells for a single sorting
channel. As a negative control, the device passivated with 1% BSA solution was tested with
the cell mixture of HL60 and K562. Error bars, s.d. (n = 3). (B) Sorting of HL60 (red) and
K562 (green) cells at σ = 3.4 dyn/cm2 and = cp = 1.5 μg mL−1. The flow distribution is
indicated by arrows. (C) Flow cytometric analysis of cell sorting. The initial cell mixture
consisted of 39.1% HL60 cells. The output at outlet A comprised 95.0 ± 2.8% HL60 cells,
while that at outlet B comprised 94.3 ± 0.9% K562 cells. Scale bar, 100 μm.
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